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Environmental Protection Agency § 1037.510 

whether your vehicles meet the duty- 

cycle emission standards in subpart B 

of this part. Measure the emissions of 

all the exhaust constituents subject to 

emission standards as specified in 40 

CFR part 1066. Use the applicable duty 

cycles specified in § 1037.510. 

(c) [Reserved] 

(d) Use the applicable fuels specified 

40 CFR part 1065 to perform valid tests. 

(1) For service accumulation, use the 

test fuel or any commercially available 

fuel that is representative of the fuel 

that in-use vehicles will use. 

(2) For diesel-fueled vehicles, use the 

appropriate diesel fuel specified for 

emission testing. Unless we specify 

otherwise, the appropriate diesel test 

fuel is ultra low-sulfur diesel fuel. 

(3) For gasoline-fueled vehicles, use 

the gasoline specified for ‘‘General 

Testing’’.

(e) You may use special or alternate 

procedures as specified in 40 CFR 

1065.10.

(f) This subpart is addressed to you 

as a manufacturer, but it applies equal-

ly to anyone who does testing for you, 

and to us when we perform testing to 

determine if your vehicles meet emis-

sion standards. 

(g) Apply this paragraph (g) whenever 

we specify use of standard trailers. Un-

less otherwise specified, a tolerance of 

±2 inches applies for all nominal trailer 

dimensions.

(1) The standard trailer for high-roof 

tractors must meet the following cri-

teria:

(i) It is an unloaded two-axle dry van 

box trailer 53.0 feet long, 102 inches 

wide, and 162 inches high (measured 

from the ground with the trailer level). 

(ii) It has a king pin located with its 

center 36±0.5 inches from the front of 

the trailer and a minimized trailer gap 

(no greater than 45 inches). 

(iii) It has a smooth surface with 

nominally flush rivets and does not in-

clude any aerodynamic features such 

as side fairings, boat tails, or gap re-

ducers. It may have a scuff band of no 

more than 0.13 inches in thickness. 

(iv) It includes dual 22.5 inch wheels, 

standard mudflaps, and standard land-

ing gear. The centerline of the rear 

tandem axle must be 146 ±4 inches from 

the rear of the trailer. 

(2) The standard trailer for mid-roof 

tractors is an empty two-axle tanker 

trailer 42±1 feet long by 140 inches high. 

(i) It has a 40±1 feet long cylindrical 

tank with a 7000±7 gallon capacity, 

smooth surface, and rounded ends. 

(ii) The standard tanker trailer does 

not include any aerodynamic features 

such as side fairings, but does include a 

centered 20 inch manhole, side-cen-

tered ladder, and lengthwise walkway. 

It includes dual 24.5 inch wheels. 

(3) The standard trailer for low-roof 

tractors is an unloaded two-axle flat 

bed trailer 53±1 feet long and 102 inches 

wide.

(i) The deck height is 60.0±0.5 inches 

in the front and 55.0±0.5 inches in the 

rear. The standard trailer does not in-

clude any aerodynamic features such 

as side fairings. 

(ii) It includes an air suspension and 

dual 22.5 inch wheels on tandem axles 

spread up to 122 inches apart between 

axle centerlines, measured along the 

length of the trailer. 

[76 FR 57398, Sept. 15, 2011, as amended at 78 

FR 36392, June 17, 2013; 79 FR 23750, Apr. 28, 

2014]

§ 1037.510 Duty-cycle exhaust testing. 
This section applies where exhaust 

emission testing is required, such as 

when applying the provisions of 

§ 1037.615. Note that for most vehicles, 

testing under this section is not re-

quired.

(a) Where applicable, measure emis-

sions by testing the vehicle on a chas-

sis dynamometer with the applicable 

test cycles. Each test cycle consists of 

a series of speed commands over time: 

variable speeds for the transient test 

and constant speeds for the cruise 

tests. None of these cycles include ve-

hicle starting or warmup; each test 

cycle begins with a running, warmed- 

up vehicle. Start sampling emissions at 

the start of each cycle. The transient 

cycle is specified in appendix I to this 

part. For the 55 mph and 65 mph cruise 

cycles, sample emissions for 300 second 

cycles with constant vehicle speeds of 

55.0 mph and 65.0 mph, respectively. 

The tolerance around these speed set-

points is ±1.0 mph. 

(b) Calculate the official emission re-

sult from the following equation: 
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Where:

payload = the standard payload, in tons, as 

specified in § 1037.705. 

w = weighting factor for the appropriate test 

cycle, as described in paragraph (c) of 

this section. 

m = grams of CO2 emitted over the appro-

priate test cycle. 

D = miles driven over the appropriate test 

cycle.

(c) Apply weighting factors specific 

to each type of vehicle and for each 

duty cycle as described in the following 

table:

TABLE 1 TO § 1037.510—WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR DUTY CYCLES

Transient
(%)

55 mph cruise 
(%)

65 mph cruise 
(%)

Vocational .............................................................................................. 42 21 37 
Vocational Hybrid Vehicles ................................................................... 75 9 16 
Day Cabs ............................................................................................... 19 17 64 
Sleeper Cabs ......................................................................................... 5 9 86 

(d) For transient testing, compare ac-

tual second-by-second vehicle speed 

with the speed specified in the test 

cycle and ensure any differences are 

consistent with the criteria as specified 

in 40 CFR part 1066. If the speeds do not 

conform to these criteria, the test is 

not valid and must be repeated. 

(e) Run test cycles as specified in 40 

CFR part 86. For cruise cycle testing of 

vehicles equipped with cruise control, 

use the vehicle’s cruise control to con-

trol the vehicle speed. For vehicles 

equipped with adjustable VSLs, test 

the vehicle with the VSL at its highest 

setting.

(f) Test the vehicle using its adjusted 

loaded vehicle weight, unless we deter-

mine this would be unrepresentative of 

in-use operation as specified in 40 CFR 

1065.10(c)(1).

(g) For hybrid vehicles, correct for 

the net energy change of the energy 

storage device as described in 40 CFR 

1066.501.

§ 1037.520 Modeling CO2 emissions to 
show compliance. 

This section describes how to use the 

Greenhouse gas Emissions Model 

(GEM) simulation tool (incorporated 

by reference in § 1037.810) to show com-

pliance with the CO2 standards of 

§§ 1037.105 and 1037.106. Use good engi-

neering judgment when demonstrating 

compliance using the GEM. 

(a) General modeling provisions. To run 

the GEM, enter all applicable inputs as 

specified by the model. All seven of the 

following inputs apply for sleeper cab 

tractors, while some do not apply for 

other regulatory subcategories: 

(1) Regulatory subcategory (such as 

‘‘Class 8 Combination—Sleeper Cab— 

High Roof’’). 

(2) Coefficient of aerodynamic drag, 

as described in paragraph (b) of this 

section. Leave this field blank for vo-

cational vehicles. 

(3) Steer tire rolling resistance, as 

described in paragraph (c) of this sec-

tion.

(4) Drive tire rolling resistance, as 

described in paragraph (c) of this sec-

tion.

(5) Vehicle speed limit, as described 

in paragraph (d) of this section. Leave 

this field blank for vocational vehicles. 

(6) Vehicle weight reduction, as de-

scribed in paragraph (e) of this section. 

Leave this field blank for vocational 

vehicles.

(7) Extended idle reduction credit, as 

described in paragraph (f) of this sec-

tion. Leave this field blank for vehicles 

other than Class 8 sleeper cabs. 

(b) Coefficient of aerodynamic drag and 
drag area. Determine the appropriate 

drag area as follows: 

(1) Use the recommended method or 

an alternate method to establish a 
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